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Abstract
Thunderbolt is a proprietary I/O protocol promoted by Intel and it is included in a number of laptops, desktops, and other systems. As an external
interconnect, it allows exposing the system’s internal PCI Express (PCIe)
domain to external devices. This enables high-bandwidth, low-latency use
cases, such as external graphics cards. Being PCIe-based, Thunderbolt devices possess Direct Memory Access (DMA)-enabled I/O, allowing complete
access to the state of a PC and the ability to read and write all of system
memory.
In recent years, the former characteristic has prompted research into attacks collectively known as “evil maid”, which require an attacker-controlled
device and only seconds of physical access to the target computer. Industry response has been two-fold. First, hardware and OS vendors incorporated support for DMA remapping using Input-Output Memory Management
Units (IOMMUs), which imposes memory protections on DMA. However,
following various implementation issues, OS vendors classified DMA remapping as an optional countermeasure requiring driver support. Second, revised
Thunderbolt controllers introduced a software-based access control measure
enabling users to authorize trusted devices only. As a result, unidentified
devices are barred from system access without prior user interaction.
In our study, we have found and experimentally confirmed multiple vulnerabilities that break all primary Thunderbolt 3 security claims. Based
on our research, in this thesis, we disclose seven critical vulnerabilities, collectively named “Thunderspy”, and nine practical scenarios demonstrating
how these vulnerabilities may be exploited under the “evil maid” threat
model. We went through a disclosure process with Intel, which did not provide any support to users other than the recommendation to buy a new
system. In absence of mitigations for in-market systems, we proceed by presenting two proof-of-concept methods, collectively known as “Thunderspy
i

2”, that retroactively bring mitigations introduced on recent systems to a
wide range of deprecated and in-market systems shipped between 2013 and
today. Finally, this thesis contains further vulnerabilities which we disclosed
to Intel and reports on more recent developments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past decades, I/O interconnects have continuously evolved to facilitate
new use cases, often requiring performance beyond current system capabilities. Solutions to address these use cases typically considered performance
improvements on various design levels, while incorporating aspects such as
interoperability and cost efficiency.
Modern x86 architecture is a prime example. Initially, CPUs had been
tasked with processing most of the workload in obtaining data from an external device, using a data acquisition method known as Programmed I/O
(PIO). However, increased demands for more throughput disproportionably
occupied what had already been limited CPU resources. PIO’s successor,
Direct Memory Access (DMA), therefore enabled devices to write directly to
system RAM [19]. As a result, it allowed the CPU to concurrently execute
operations not bound to the current I/O request. DMA later formed the
basis for the interconnect PCI and its currently ubiquitous successor PCI
Express (PCIe) [54].
While addressing performance concerns, the former general-purpose interconnects posed new challenges in terms of system interoperability and
cost. From an interoperability perspective, these standards do not specify
how to initialize devices and obtain data [54]. In the context of operating systems, this would therefore require vendor-specific device drivers for
each peripheral. From a cost perspective, developing and maintaining such
device drivers would considerably increase production cost as a result. To
address these concerns, purpose-tailored I/O interconnects have been introduced. Abstracting the PCI(e) fabric from the peripheral, operating systems
would need only one generic device driver for peripherals implementing such
1

interconnects. Primary examples include IDE, SCSI and SATA for internal
storage, while USB addresses external use cases.
As PCs became more portable, external connectivity was increasingly
subjected to similarly shifting performance demands. Commonly known as
FireWire, IEEE1394 [1] is an early example that extended DMA capabilities directly to end devices. While competing standards provided similar
offerings, due to its use of DMA, only FireWire provided adequate means
to facilitate timing-sensitive use cases, such as video and audio processing.
At a later stage, Thunderbolt [23] extended upon this concept by omitting
purpose-tailored I/O altogether, relying on “bare-metal” PCIe signaling instead. As a result, Thunderbolt essentially removed the last barrier in enabling use cases that were previously not possible, including external graphics
cards and high-end external storage solutions.
Device-specific interfaces not only provide engineering benefits, but also a
barrier between peripherals and the host. The evolution of internal and external interconnects therefore eventually raised the question whether, or indeed
how, it may affect system security. Since PCIe assumes DMA-capable devices
to be attached internally, all such devices are considered as being part of the
trusted computing base. Consequently, the system had no means to decide
whether DMA-capable devices are authorized to read or write to any memory
region. The resulting vulnerability gave rise to DMA attacks [3, 7, 11, 13, 80].
In response, among other countermeasures, the Input-Output Memory Management Unit (IOMMU) was introduced. Although seemingly addressing
DMA attacks, the IOMMU has been shown to be subject to several implementation issues [82, 37], as well as a new class of vulnerabilities on its
own [34, 37, 81].

1.1

Research focus

As will be shown, in the context of Thunderbolt, studies have primarily
focused on employing DMA and IOMMU attacks on the PCIe level to compromise Thunderbolt security. In response, revised Thunderbolt controllers
introduced software-based access control measures enabling users to authorize trusted devices only. As a result, unidentified devices are barred from
system access without prior user interaction. In this study, we therefore proceed where the current state of the art has ended, by breaking all primary
Thunderbolt 3 protocol security claims.
2

Our research questions include:
• What is PCI Express?
• What are past and current developments in PCI Express use cases?
• How does PCI Express evolution affect system security?
• What is the state of the art in PCI Express and Thunderbolt vulnerability research?
• What are the security claims made in the context of Thunderbolt security?
• What would be a viable approach in investigating the feasibility of
breaking Thunderbolt security?
• How can we break Thunderbolt security?
• How can one mitigate the Thunderbolt security vulnerabilities we have
found?

1.2

Thesis organization

This master’s thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to modern PC architecture, including PCI Express, PIO, DMA and
the evolution of PCI Express. Subsequently, it outlines our study of current
DMA and IOMMU attacks, as well as their corresponding countermeasures.
Chapter 3 analyzes the Thunderbolt protocol, and describes our initial efforts
to reverse engineer Thunderbolt security. Expanding on these efforts, Chapter 4 presents our vulnerability research. The chapter starts by introducing
Thunderspy and the vulnerability report we have disclosed to vendors, and
proceeds to summarizing industry response. Next, we provide an overview of
tools we have developed for the purposes of exploitation, as well as for users to
verify whether their systems are vulnerable to Thunderspy. Chapter 5 begins
with analyzing vendor mitigations introduced on recently released systems.
As these mitigations initially had not been made available to in-market systems, we proceed by outlining our research on experimental methods that
retroactively patch mitigations onto both deprecated and in-market systems.
3

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes our study, summarizing our findings and future
work.

4

Chapter 2
Background
This chapter aims to give an introduction to modern PC architecture, as
employed by recent Intel x86-64 platforms.
The chapter begins with a brief overview of PCI Express, introducing
its role as the basic block of peripheral interconnects and associated technology, such as Programmed I/O (PIO), Direct Memory Access (DMA) and
the Input Output Memory Management Unit (IOMMU). Next, we identify
changing use cases for PCI Express, and discuss how the evolution of PCI
Express poses new challenges from a security perspective. Finally, we review
the current state of the art in DMA and IOMMU attacks, as well as their
corresponding countermeasures.

2.1

Introduction to PCI Express

PCIe [54] is a standardized interconnect for attaching peripherals to a computer system. Defined by the standards body PCI-SIG, it is designed as
an internal I/O interconnect for low-latency, high-bandwidth applications.
While commonly known as the corner stone of x86-64 systems, it is CPU
architecture-agnostic, with various implementations available on platforms
powered by ARM, Power, MIPS, RISC-V, and other microarchitectures.
Primarily designed to replace Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)
as the ubiquitous hardware interconnect, PCIe improves upon its predecessor
in various domains. Most notably, these include:

5

• Networking. Replacing the former bus architecture with a packet
switched network, PCIe allows for a more flexible topology, packet prioritization similar to QoS, as well as flow and congestion control.
• Scalability. PCIe offers per-device configurable bandwidth through
flexible link widths.
• Interrupt allocation and handling. While PCI requires out-ofband dedicated interrupt lines, and end devices typically offer little
flexibility in claiming CPU interrupts, PCIe provides virtual in-band
interrupt handling through prioritizing so-called Message-Signaled Interrupts (MSI) packets, as well as allocating interrupts automatically.
Although designed to replace PCI, it should be noted that PCIe employs
a backwards compatible software interface. The presence of this interface
allows legacy operating systems to logically address PCIe devices as their
former counterparts. Compatibility aside, it is also a contributory reason
references from the PCI era are prevalent in PCIe literature, even though
typically their underlying technical implementations are different.
In PCI Express, the basic conceptual unit of interconnect is the link.
A link consists of one or several transmit-receive pairs known as lanes. A
lane is dual-simplex1 , capable of concurrently receiving and sending data.
As such, link bandwidth is a function of the number of lanes and the maximum bandwidth provided per lane. By convention, device bandwidth is
therefore expressed in terms of the supported PCIe version, which dictates
the maximum available lane bandwidth, and the number of required lanes.
For example, a PCIe 3.0 x4 device supports a maximum total bandwidth of
1.969 × 4 = 8 GB per second.
A typical PCI Express network topology on modern x86-64 systems is
shown in Figure 2.1. As depicted in the figure, the CPU is connected to the
root complex through a chipset component known as the Platform Controller
Hub (PCH). The root complex connects the CPU and system memory to
the PCIe switch fabric, and conceptually serves as the CPU’s PCIe PHY
interface. In this role, it generates outbound transactions on behalf of the
CPU, and processes inbound transactions originating from other devices in
the network. Among a host of other features, some of which are security1

Dual-simplex should not be confused with full-duplex. Whereas both provide two
simultaneous unidirectional channels, only dual-simplex enables per-channel flow direction.
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oriented and will be discussed later, the root complex manages bandwidth
allocation on a per-switch level.

Figure 2.1: PCI Express network topology on modern Intel systems. Own
work, based on PCIe specification [54].
Similar to Ethernet, a switch enables time-divided bandwidth sharing through
point-to-point packet forwarding, where point can refer to either additional
switches, the root complex, or end points.
In literature, end points typically represent what one would consider as
PCIe peripherals. Such end points may vary from devices that interoperate
with the PCIe fabric directly, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and
Ethernet NICs, to USB and SATA controllers, which abstract end devices
using their corresponding physical and logical layers. However, end points
may also refer to bridges, which fulfill a special purpose. Notable examples
include the PCI(-X)/ISA bridge, featuring a PCIe PHY as well as either of
its legacy counterparts, and the Virtual PCIe-to-PCIe (P2P) bridge, which
provides means to control downstream link bandwidth.
Figure 2.2 shows an example topology in more detail. As can be seen,
every PCIe device function is addressed through a unique “BDF” identifier.
This sixteen bit value comprises an eight bit bus number and a five bit device
7

number, while the remaining three bits indicate the function to facilitate socalled multi-function devices2 . The BDF format is inherited from PCI. As
illustrated in the figure, in PCIe, the term bus refers to a particular switch
link rather than its predecessor’s networking architecture.

Figure 2.2: A more detailed example PCIe topology, taken from [27].
2

A notable example includes graphics cards. In addition to the GPU, these peripherals
typically expose an HDMI audio device using a dedicated function number.
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2.2

Programmed I/O versus Direct Memory
Access

When a CPU interacts with third party devices, it needs a method to address the device and exchange data. One such method is Programmed I/O
(PIO) [19]. Figure 2.3 shows a typical flow for a read operation. As depicted
in the figure, the CPU initiates the flow by issuing a read command to the
device, or I/O module. The module fetches the requested data, and concurrently, the CPU enters a loop in which it repeatedly probes for the module
read status. Next, the module proceeds to make the data accessible through
one of its externally facing I/O ports. Once the device raises a ready flag, the
CPU reads the requested data, writes it into system RAM, raises a clear flag
on the device, and finally resumes execution by fetching the next instruction.
As can be observed, in Programmed I/O, the CPU typically spends several cycles for the entire duration of the read or write operation, thereby
unable to perform other work. In response to the need for reducing CPU
workloads, Direct Memory Access (DMA) [19] has been introduced. Conceptually, DMA implements a three-step process. First, the CPU issues a
read command to the I/O module and accompanies the request with a target
offset in system RAM. Second, the module prepares the data and copies it
to RAM, while the CPU is free to resume executing other non-I/O bound
work. Finally, the I/O module raises an interrupt with the CPU, signalling
the data is available at the requested offset.
In the PCI Express paradigm, DMA is essential for virtually all of today’s
CPU-peripheral transactions [27]. Translated to storage devices, for example,
Figure 2.4 shows the CPU requesting data from an SSD attached to a SATA
controller. In this case, the CPU will program the SATA controller’s DMA
engine to fetch the data from the SSD, write the data directly to system
RAM, and finally raise an MSI interrupt with the CPU. As before, the CPU
may concurrently execute operations that are not bound to the current I/O
request.

9

Figure 2.3: CPU state diagrams for PIO (left) versus DMA (right). Own
work, based on [19].

2.3

Evolution of PCI Express

As noted in Section 2.1, some end points do not represent the actual peripheral, but connect the latter through a purpose-tailored interface. SATA-based
storage systems, as highlighted in the previous section, are a prime example
where the I/O controller abstracts the end device – in this case, the SSD –
from the PCIe fabric. USB peripherals, also depicted in Figure 2.4, follow a
similar concept. The primary considerations for such a design, which we will
refer to as the legacy stack, are twofold.
From an interoperability perspective, PCI Express does not specify how
to initialize devices and obtain data [27, 54]. In the context of operating
systems, this would therefore require vendor-specific device drivers for each
peripheral. From a cost perspective, developing and maintaining such device
drivers would considerably increase production cost as a result.
Virtually all contemporary operating systems ship with generic drivers
for purpose-tailored interfaces. Primary examples include SATA controllers
as well as most USB device classes, including Human-Interface Device (mice,

10

Figure 2.4: CPU-peripheral DMA in the PCI Express domain. Own work.
keyboards), Mass Storage Device and USB Attached SCSI (external storage).
Implementing one or several of such interfaces therefore warrants a certain
level of interoperability without requiring to install vendor-specific drivers.
While arguably beneficial from a cost and usability perspective, in recent
years the industry has increasingly moved towards deprecating the legacy
stack. Some of the primary considerations include:
• Removing bandwidth upper bounds. Omitting the purpose-tailored
I/O interface removes its inherent bandwidth limits.
• Facilitating new use cases requiring lower latencies. Various
new, latency-sensitive use cases increasingly exceed SATA and USB
capabilities.
• Reducing CPU workloads. As bandwidth requirements increase,
the legacy stack architecture increasingly subjects the CPU to interrupts and buffer-copy operations.
Over time, several I/O standards have been introduced that address some or
all of these concerns. We briefly review some significant examples.
11

FireWire (1995) [1], an Apple-Sony point-to-point bus interface formally
known as IEEE 1394, is an early example partially moving away from the
legacy stack. While the latter would delegate DMA to the I/O controller,
in FireWire, the controller exposes host DMA capabilities directly to end
devices. During the CPU-peripheral I/O process, this design reduces the
number of CPU interrupts significantly. By extension, it facilitates timingsensitive use cases such as video and audio processing, though at the cost
of a hardware design more expensive than those using the competing USB
standard.
Thunderbolt (2011) [23], developed by Intel and Apple, is a full-duplex
packet-switched I/O protocol that extends the former concept. Figure 2.5
shows a PCIe topology implementing Thunderbolt connectivity. While it
should be noted that Thunderbolt implements a dedicated controller for device authentication and access control, from the CPU perspective, peripherals
are directly connected to the PCIe domain. As a result, Thunderbolt essentially removes the last barrier in enabling use cases that were previously not
possible, including external GPUs, and addressing high-end external storage
solutions (e.g. RAID enclosures, rack mounts, and NVMe-based SSDs) using their maximum supported throughput. We will elaborate extensively on
Thunderbolt in Chapter 3.
While being the primary driver behind external applications, the evolution of PCI Express has also extended internally. Historically, SSDs often
implemented bus interfaces such as SATA (as depicted in Figure 2.5), Serial
Attached SCSI (SAS) and Fibre Channel. Although being the most prevalent protocol, SATA was primarily designed for platter-based hard drives,
and therefore became increasingly inadequate for NAND-based SSDs. Unlike
hard drives, SSDs were increasingly limited by SATA’s maximum throughput, its rudimentary support for parallel I/O, as well as inherent inadequate
form factors [78]. To address these concerns, vendors started shipping SSDs
with a bare-metal PCIe interconnect but non-standardized software interface. However, as this approach required vendor-specific drivers to operate,
it failed to gain mass market adoption.
Non-Volatile Memory Express (2013) [52], developed by Intel and
storage industry partners, aims to alleviate the latter concern. Often abbreviated as NVMe, the I/O standard describes a PCIe-based open logic device
interface, designed to incorporate the high parallelism and low latency characteristics of solid state storage. By standardizing the logic interface but
retaining PCIe, operating systems would suffice with shipping one generic
12

Figure 2.5: Thunderbolt in the PCI Express domain. Own work.
driver to address all NVMe-compliant SSDs, yet without introducing any
hardware-based bottlenecks. This marked the partial return of the legacy
stack concept – delivering a unified, generic I/O specification – albeit reliant
on software rather than a dedicated hardware interface.

2.4

DMA attacks

In this section, we give part of the motivation for our study by presenting
the concept of DMA attacks, classic attack implementations, and countermeasures that aim to prevent them.

2.4.1

Overview

Device-specific interfaces not only provide engineering benefits, but also a
barrier between peripherals and the host. More specifically, recall that peripherals do not possess a DMA engine, relying instead on the I/O controller
to perform DMA transactions on their behalf. The transitioning to baremetal PCIe therefore raises the question whether, or indeed how, it may
affect system security.
13

Before introducing the IOMMU, which we will discuss in Section 2.5, the
PCI Express standard did not include a threat model. Since every component
is assumed to be attached internally, all end points are considered as being
part of the trusted computing base. Consequently, the system had no means
to decide whether DMA-capable devices are authorized to read or write to
any memory region, given that DMA transactions use physical addresses
without being filtered. The resulting vulnerability gave rise to DMA attacks.
On the bonafide side, a DMA attack allows inspecting system state while
minimizing chances of contamination, and is therefore often a preferred tool
in analyzing malware, forensic memory imaging and remote kernel debugging [29, 38]. However, DMA attacks may also be used to compromise system confidentiality and integrity. Less benign uses mostly comprise recovering specific targets from memory, including buffered GPU frames as well
as passwords and cryptographic keys. Finally, as DMA enables unimpeded
read/write access, it also enables patching control flow in-memory. In turn,
this allows bypassing OS- and filesystem-based access control, as well as user
and kernel mode memory segmentation, thereby providing an entry point for
ring 0 code execution.

2.4.2

Classic DMA attacks

Historically, DMA attacks had long been possible, but exclusively using dedicated, commercial hardware. This changed with Dornseif [7], who first
demonstrated a DMA attack using consumer hardware. By modifying an
iPod’s FireWire device controller to spawn a SPB-2 end point, a device
class that triggers the host controller to allocate a DMA channel, the author
published a proof of concept that enables arbitary operations on attackercontrolled memory locations.
Based on the former work, several publications followed. Boileau [3] automated translating physical RAM pages to virtual memory addresses, enabling to search for specific memory signatures and thereby target specific
operating system processes. Using the former attack primitive, Boileau later
introduced winlockpwn [4], a tool that bypasses password validation routines
by patching control flow in-memory on Microsoft Windows. Subsequent work
includes Witherden [80], who had introduced libforensic1394, the first open
source memory forensics library, and Gamma International [13], a controversial government contractor that reportedly incorporated the former library
into their FinFireWire forensics toolkit.
14

Maartmann-Moe [35] followed by publishing Inception, an open source
memory manipulation tool exploiting FireWire-based DMA. Whereas previous work required full control over a FireWire device, commonly by exploiting firmware vulnerabilities, Inception repurposes commodity FireWire
host controllers as attacker devices. Using OHCI, a FireWire host controller
interface standard, one programs the host controller to spawn a virtual SPB2 unit directory, triggering the victim operating system to expose a DMA
channel to the attacker device. By extension, the tool therefore supports
FireWire controllers backed by any available hardware interconnect, including ExpressCard-to-FireWire and PCMCIA-to-FireWire cards, and Thunderbolt by means of a Thunderbolt-to-FireWire dongle.

Figure 2.6: An attacker-controlled FPGA connected to a ThunderboltExpressCard enclosure (left) dumping victim device memory using PCILeech
(right). Taken from [12].
Finally, with the release of PCILeech, Frisk [11] introduced the first native
PCIe-based external attack toolkit. Initially targeting the ExpressCard form
factor, and later adding support for Thunderbolt-ExpressCard enclosures, he
demonstrated a new DMA attack platform supporting multiple PCIe-based
memory acquisition devices. Supported hardware includes Xilinx FPGAs,
security research platform PCIe Screamer, and a USB host controller evaluation board. In addition, by migrating to a fully PCIe-based attack vector,
PCILeech marked the first platform omitting the need for device drivers,
thereby extending support to all contemporary operating systems.

2.4.3

Countermeasures against DMA attacks

In response to the aforementioned publications, several countermeasures have
been introduced.
For FireWire, macOS 10.7.2 onward assumes that any FireWire devices
being attached, while the system is unlocked, should be trusted. Conversely,
15

it prevents the SPB-2 driver from enumerating new devices while the system
is locked [51]. Similarly, Windows 10 (1703) onward optionally prevents DMA
for newly attached devices under the same circumstances, provided one is
using BitLocker drive encryption [40]. Linux, however, does not provide such
mechanisms, relying instead on blacklisting the SPB-2 driver altogether [36].
Countermeasures against Thunderbolt-based DMA attacks have seen a
two-fold approach. First, revised Thunderbolt versions have introduced a
new device authentication scheme, imposing “Security Levels” on all peripherals. As a result, unidentified devices require user authorization in order to
obtain host connectivity. We will further elaborate on Thunderbolt device
authentication in Chapter 3. Second, operating systems introduced support
for hardware-based DMA remapping, referred to by Intel and Microsoft as
“Kernel DMA Protection” [39, 79]. However, following various implementation concerns, devices are only subjected to DMA remapping when UEFI
system firmware and device drivers advertise support. We will elaborate on
this in Section 2.5.
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2.5

IOMMU

In this section, we introduce the concept of Input-Output Memory Management Units (IOMMUs) on the x86 platform, their originating purpose to
provide peripheral virtualization, and subsequent use for DMA protection.
Finally, we discuss IOMMU attacks and countermeasures.

2.5.1

Overview

In virtualized environments, a common use case is to assign peripheral resources to a virtual machine. To this end, hypervisors typically present to
the guest a virtual USB- or SATA-compliant controller, which transparently
handles I/O to the physical device. Figure 2.7 shows the process of deviceto-guest DMA. As depicted in the figure, in this situation, DMA requests are
essentially proxied through a bounce-buffer between the guest OS virtual address (VA) space and the physical address (PA) space targeted by the device
I/O controller [82, 55, 77].
As peripherals migrated to bare-metal PCIe, the former approach was no
longer adequate. Given PCIe’s bandwidth and latency requirements, it would
increase CPU and RAM workloads significantly. To enable guest passthrough
of PCIe devices, the IOMMU was introduced. Similar to its CPU counterpart, the IOMMU adds a level of indirection to memory space. As such,
its primary role is to control endpoint memory access by mapping physical
addresses to I/O Virtual Addresses (IOVA), the process of which is called
DMA Remapping (DMAR) [82].
Figure 2.8 outlines device-to-guest DMA in the IOMMU context. As
can be seen, for each memory request initiated by a PCIe endpoint, the
IOMMU uses the device BDF to perform a DMAR table lookup and obtain
the corresponding IOVA, while validating the request against a given set
of permissions. Authorized requests are modified by translating between
PA and IOVA, and subsequently passed on to the CPU memory controller.
Finally, to optimize performance, table lookups are minimized by employing a
translation cache, known as I/O Translation Lookaside Buffer (IOTLB) [82].
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Figure 2.7: DMA in virtualized legacy stack environments. Own work,
based on our analysis of QEMU’s source code [55], a VMware whitepaper on
hypervisor security [77], and an Intel whitepaper on using IOMMU for DMA
protection [82].

Figure 2.8: DMA in virtualized environments using the IOMMU. Own work,
based on our analysis of QEMU’s source code [55], a VMware whitepaper on
hypervisor security [77], and an Intel whitepaper on using IOMMU for DMA
protection [82].
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2.5.2

Attacks and implementation issues

When introduced in the x86 architecture over a decade ago, the IOMMU was
tasked primarily with providing peripheral virtualization. More recently,
however, it has increasingly been repurposed as a countermeasure against
DMA attacks. At first glance, this may seem a solid approach. As the
IOMMU effectively provides all means to control device DMA towards physical address space, it appears to fit the threat model of protecting against
malicious devices. However, in practice, it has been shown that employing
the IOMMU for security poses various implementation issues, while spawning
several new vulnerabilities in a class of its own.
From an implementation perspective, device drivers are required to add
support for DMA remapping. This may require significant refactoring [82],
and may be particularly challenging to implement for devices exhibiting complex memory access patterns. As a result, macOS, Windows 10 and Linux do
not impose DMA remapping on most Thunderbolt devices, with non-Apple
systems relying on “Security Levels” protection instead [37]. In addition,
IOTLB performance has often been considered inadequate for I/O intensive
workloads, with some publications citing IOTLB pressure and the slow speed
of IOTLB invalidations as the primary cause [2, 48].
From a security perspective, IOMMUs are subject to new kinds of attacks
aiming to eliminate their protection. Studies have shown various practically
exploitable IOMMU bypass vulnerabilities. We identify the following classes:
• Implementation vulnerabilities. Wojtczuk and Rutkowska [81] discuss novel software-based attacks against interrupt remapping. By
spawning MSI interrupts with forged device identifiers, they have successfully exploited vulnerable Intel IOMMU implementations to obtain
code execution in the Xen hypervisor.
Morgan, Alata, Nicomette and Kaâniche [46] describe a subtle but
significant vulnerability in IOMMU initialization. By enabling I/O
devices before setting up the IOMMU, they demonstrate that it is
possible for malicious devices to override the DMAR tables set by the
system firmware UEFI, thereby bypassing any IOMMU-based memory
restrictions.
• Vulnerabilities by design. To further reduce IOTLB pressure, modern IOMMU implementations support Address Translation Services
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(ATS), a PCIe capability enabling devices to serve as their own IOTLB.
This feature has been widely considered as insecure by design [30, 46].
By advertising ATS support, malicious devices can trick the IOMMU
into accepting forged translations and subsequently perform arbitrary
DMA.
Another notable example is the implementation of device identifiers.
In PCI Express, transaction layer packets are not authenticated, which
allows malicious devices to spoof source device IDs. Lone-Sang, Lacombe, Nicomette and Deswarte have shown this design enables various attack scenarios, including accessing victim device memory, as well
as hijacking its transactions [34].
• Temporal vulnerabilities. To reduce IOTLB pressure while minimizing performance impact, cached translations are invalidated asynchronously, thereby temporarily allowing DMA against previously accessed offsets. This may enable undesired access when memory regions
are reassigned concurrently. Markettos, Rothwell, Gutstein, Pearce,
Neumann, Moore and Watson [37] have found that the time window of
such concurrent region use, despite being limited, can be exploited to
gain access to kernel space data structures.
• Spatial vulnerabilities. Recall that address translations occur at
page granularity. In their study, Markettos, Rothwell, Gutstein, Pearce,
Neumann, Moore and Watson [37] have shown that the smallest page
size, 4 KiB, allows for undesired memory access if a sub-page size region is intended to be exposed. They demonstrate this vulnerability
is exploitable in various configurations on all contemporary operating
systems, as one finds IOMMU-protected mappings may extend into
sensitive kernel memory regions.

2.5.3

Countermeasures against IOMMU attacks

Countermeasures against IOMMU attacks are manifold. We briefly summarize their scope.
The first class of vulnerabilities requires a targeted approach. Overriding sensitive UEFI memory regions has been addressed in Thunderbolt with
pre-boot protection, an extension to Thunderbolt Security Levels that we will
discuss in Chapter 3. Vulnerable Intel IOMMU implementations, however,
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have not been patched, though mitigations have been applied at the hypervisor level [81].
Addressing the vulnerabilities in the second class primarily relies on Access Control Services (ACS), a root complex extension enabling switches to
(i) block “pre-translated” requests on a per-device basis, and (ii) drop TLP
packets whose source ID does not match attached downstream devices. However, ACS support is currently exclusively available to high-end server CPUs
[57]. As a workaround to malicious translations, Linux 4.18 onward optionally disables ATS support at the kernel level [30]. Beyond ACS, device ID
spoofing remains unaddressed.
For the remaining classes, several countermeasures have been proposed.
Suggestions include implementing synchronous IOTLB invalidation, bytegranular or non-paged IOMMUs, and pre-allocated device I/O memory pools
reminiscent of the classic bounce buffer [37]. However, we are not aware of
any implementations to this date, possibly as these may significantly impact
performance or require reconsidering IOMMU design altogether.
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Chapter 3
Thunderbolt
In this chapter, we present Thunderbolt, an I/O technology used to attach
external peripherals to a PC. The chapter starts by giving an overview of use
cases and protocol details, followed by a discussion on Thunderbolt device
authentication and authorization. Finally, we discuss our initial work to
reverse engineer Thunderbolt security, the results of which have been used
to help facilitate our vulnerability research as outlined in Chapter 4.

3.1

Overview

Exposing a system’s internal PCI Express network externally, Thunderbolt
allows for high-bandwidth, low-latency use cases, such as external graphics cards. Being PCIe-based, Thunderbolt devices possess Direct Memory
Access-enabled I/O, enabling use cases previously not possible with any external peripheral interconnect. Performance-demanding applications aside,
Thunderbolt is also intended to replace all contemporary external I/O standards, by multiplexing all signaling over a single cable.
Since its inception in 2011, Thunderbolt has had three iterations. Thunderbolt 1 and 2, which have been mostly exclusive to Apple Mac systems,
multiplex PCI Express and DisplayPort over the Mini-DP form factor. Thunderbolt 3, the most recent version, adds native USB 3.1 Gen 2 and Power
Delivery support, and repurposes the Type C connector from USB. As it is
the first version that has seen industry-wide adoption, in this section, we will
primarily focus on Thunderbolt 3.
Thunderbolt controllers can operate in either Host Mode or Endpoint
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Figure 3.1: Legacy Thunderbolt provided through a Mini DisplayPort interface (left) versus Thunderbolt 3 over USB Type C (right). Based on reference
images by respectively Apple, HP.
Mode. In Host Mode, as noted in Section 2.3, Thunderbolt controllers connect to the system using a bare-metal PCIe interface. Figure 3.2 shows an
example PCIe topology in more detail. As can be seen, in this situation, the
PCH exposes a PCIe x4 link to the Thunderbolt controller. USB support
is implemented using two auxiliary components. While the PCH provides a
USB 3.1-compliant host controller, a third-party IC extends USB signaling
with Power Delivery support, and concurrently multiplexes between Thunderbolt and USB signaling as appropriate. To this end, Thunderbolt 3 defines
silicon that can dynamically switch between the following PHY modes [20]:
• USB passthrough mode. If a USB device is plugged in, the PCH
USB host controller is activated. In this mode, the Thunderbolt 3 port
operates as a USB 3.0 Type C interface, that is, without DisplayPort
(DP) alt-mode support.
• DisplayPort only mode. Drives the Thunderbolt PHY to pass
through a single four-lane DP stream from either the iGPU or dGPU. In
this mode, the Thunderbolt 3 port behaves identical to the video-only
DP interface.
• Mixed USB/DisplayPort mode. Enables support for “mixed mode”
devices, such as USB Type C hubs with DisplayPort sinks. In this
mode, the Thunderbolt 3 port operates as a USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type C
interface supporting DP alt-mode.
• Native Thunderbolt mode. If a Thunderbolt device is plugged
in, the Thunderbolt silicon enables to the device two full-duplex links
providing a per-link throughput between 10 to 20 Gbps, depending on
the negotiated Thunderbolt version. The device, operating in Endpoint
Mode, demultiplexes these links to a maximum of four PCI Express
lanes and two four-lane DP streams.
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Thunderbolt devices can be daisy-chained. Aside from sharing one port
between multiple devices, daisy-chaining allows for a variety of topologies
with mixed controller configurations, such as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Contrary to USB, Thunderbolt is a proprietary connectivity standard.
Device vendors are required to apply for Intel’s Thunderbolt developer program, in order to obtain access to protocol specifications and the Thunderbolt hardware supply chain. In addition, devices are subject to certification
procedures [24] before being admitted to the Thunderbolt ecosystem [25].

Figure 3.2: Example Thunderbolt topology with mixed PHY configurations,
based on analyzing test results from our hardware experiments. Own work.
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3.2

Device authentication and authorization

In Thunderbolt, devices authenticate to the system using a collection of
strings and numerical identifiers. Figure 3.3 shows device metadata enumerated on macOS, Linux and Windows. As can be seen, some user-readable
strings aside, devices are uniquely identified using a 64-bit identifier referred
to as the UUID.
As noted in Section 2.4, several studies have shown Thunderbolt to be a
viable entry point in DMA attacks. In response, Intel has introduced several
countermeasures. A whitepaper on Thunderbolt security [21] details their
threat model, and outlines how new security measures aim to prevent the
former attacks given this model. In this section, we briefly summarize the
whitepaper’s scope.
In the whitepaper, Intel recognizes that Thunderbolt “(..) potentially
allows access to system memory from a physical IO device utilizing the PCIe
protocol”. Countermeasures introduced in Thunderbolt therefore “(..) prevent unauthorized Thunderbolt PCIe-based devices from connecting without
user authorization”. To this end, one introduces software-based device authorization, using a user-configurable multi-step system referred to as Security
Levels. The whitepaper proceeds by defining the following Security Levels:
• SL0 - None. Similar to Thunderbolt 1, all attached devices are authorized without user interaction.
• SL1 - User. Access control based on device UUID. This is the default
setting for all systems supporting Thunderbolt 2 onward.
• SL2 - Secure. Access control based on device UUID and challengeresponse device authentication.
• SL3 - No PCIe tunneling. Switches the PHY to either DP-only,
USB-only or mixed USB/DisplayPort mode.
To further strengthen device authentication, the secure security level is said
to provide “cryptographic authentication of connection[s] to help prevent a
peripheral device to be spoofed to masquerade as an approved device to the
user” [21].
As an extension to Security Levels, pre-boot protection is defined to ensure
devices “(..) are allowed to be enumerated and connected at boot time
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only if they have been approved by the user before” [21]. Specifically, it
is intended to prevent malicious devices from compromising sensitive UEFI
data structures, including Security Levels configuration. This protection is
disabled for devices that have been authorized by the user.

Figure 3.3: Thunderbolt device metadata enumeration. Own work.

3.3

Initial Thunderbolt security analysis

Among the primary goals of our study is to investigate the feasibility of
refuting the security claims from the previous section. More specifically, we
would be interested in obtaining further details on device authentication and
Security Levels. We therefore focused on gaining access to the Thunderbolt
control channel, such that may we find further angles to pursue. To this end,
we have analyzed the following components:
• Thunderbolt device drivers. The Windows and Linux device drivers
for the Thunderbolt host controller.
• Thunderbolt Software for Windows. The user space GUI interacting with the Thunderbolt device driver. It enumerates devices and
manages authorizations.
• Firmware update utilities. Several Thunderbolt host and device
vendors offer device firmware updates online. Such updates typically
bundle a Windows binary, tasked with uploading the firmware to the
corresponding peripheral.
In this section, we briefly outline the results of our analysis efforts.
As the Linux device driver is open-source, we initially focused on exploring
driver functionality on this platform. However, it has been found to be a
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limited source of information. Initializing the Thunderbolt controller aside,
functionality is restricted to providing a device authorization API. Known
consumers include various user space tools, such as tbtadm [22], boltctl [56],
and GUI frontends such as GNOME’s Thunderbolt control panel [14].
In contrast, the Windows driver has been found to expose an undocumented, feature-rich user space API. Its functionality is three-fold. First,
similar to its Linux counterpart, a connectivity API enables the “Thunderbolt Software” UI to enumerate and authorize devices. Second, a firmware
API hosts several procedures relating to updating host and device controller
firmware. Further investigation confirmed that firmware update utilities use
this particular interface, but instead of consuming it directly, the binaries
link against a bundled dynamic-link library (DLL) that is designated as being part of the “Thunderbolt SDK”1 . The latter library subsequently calls the
device driver procedures to push the firmware blob onto the target peripheral. Finally, an I2 C API2 provides read and write access to a Thunderbolt
controller’s internal I2 C bus. As demonstrated in the next section, we have
found this interface enables full control of the onboard USB-PD controller.
Figure 3.4 shows a partial overview of the private APIs that the device driver
provides.
In Host Mode, we have found that the Thunderbolt controller exposes a
PCIe endpoint upstream to the root complex. Described as the Native Host
Interface (NHI), this endpoint has been determined to serve as a control
channel to the Thunderbolt device driver. We have not found evidence of
any additional control channels being exposed by the controller, nor potential
use of such channels by any of the identified software components. Therefore,
we believe it would be reasonable to assume all device driver functionality
relies on the NHI. This theory was further substantiated on Linux, by forcing
the kernel PCIe subsystem to power-cycle the NHI endpoint, breaking device
driver functionality as a result.

1

The Thunderbolt software development kit, or SDK, is available exclusively to authorized Thunderbolt device vendors.
2
Inter-Integrated Circuit, or I2 C, is a low-bandwidth serial bus protocol typically used
in embedded systems for attaching peripheral ICs to microcontrollers.
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Figure 3.4: Private APIs exposed by the Thunderbolt driver on Windows.
Own work.
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Chapter 4
Vulnerability research
In this chapter, we outline the vulnerability research carried out during our
study.
The chapter begins with an overview of Thunderspy, a collection of seven
critical vulnerabilities we have found in Thunderbolt security. Further detail
is given in the subsequent vulnerability report as disclosed to the affected
vendors. Next, we summarize industry and media response to our disclosure.
We then proceed giving a brief outline of proof of concepts used to demonstrate the Thunderspy vulnerabilities, as well as a verification tool that helps
users determine whether their systems are affected. Finally, we conclude this
chapter with a secondary vulnerability report, the public disclosure of which
is currently postponed in absence of vendor mitigations.

4.1

Introduction to Thunderspy

Thunderbolt is a high-bandwidth interconnect promoted by Intel and included in laptops, desktops, and other systems. Being PCIe-based, Thunderbolt devices possess Direct Memory Access (DMA)-enabled I/O. In an
evil maid DMA attack, where adversaries obtain brief physical access to the
victim system, previous work as discussed in Section 2.4 showed Thunderbolt
to be a viable entry point in stealing data from encrypted drives and reading
and writing all of system memory. In response, Intel introduced Security
Levels, a security architecture designed to enable users to authorize trusted
Thunderbolt devices only. To further strengthen device authentication, the
system is said to provide “cryptographic authentication of connections” [21]
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to prevent devices from spoofing user-authorized devices.
We present Thunderspy, a series of attacks that break all primary security
claims for Thunderbolt 1, 2, and 3. So far, our research has found the
following vulnerabilities:
1. Inadequate firmware verification schemes
2. Weak device authentication scheme
3. Use of unauthenticated device metadata
4. Downgrade attack using backwards compatibility
5. Use of unauthenticated controller configurations
6. SPI flash interface deficiencies
7. No Thunderbolt security on Boot Camp
These vulnerabilities lead to nine practical exploitation scenarios. In an
evil maid threat model and varying Security Levels, we demonstrate the ability to create arbitrary Thunderbolt device identities, clone user-authorized
Thunderbolt devices, and finally obtain PCIe connectivity to perform DMA
attacks. In addition, we show unauthenticated overriding of Security Level
configurations, including the ability to disable Thunderbolt security entirely,
and restoring Thunderbolt connectivity if the system is restricted to exclusively passing through USB and/or DisplayPort. We conclude with demonstrating the ability to permanently disable Thunderbolt security and block
all future firmware updates.
All Thunderbolt-equipped systems shipped between 2011-2020 are vulnerable. Some systems providing Kernel DMA Protection, shipping since 2019,
are partially vulnerable. The Thunderspy vulnerabilities cannot be fixed in
software, impact future standards such as USB 4 and Thunderbolt 4, and
will require a silicon redesign. Users are therefore strongly encouraged to
determine whether they are affected using Spycheck, a free and open-source
tool we have developed that verifies whether their systems are vulnerable to
Thunderspy. If it is found to be vulnerable, Spycheck will guide users to
recommendations on how to help protect their system.
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4.2

Disclosure timeline

We disclosed vulnerabilities 1-5 to Intel on February 10, 2020. They wrote
on March 10, 2020 that their engineering team confirmed the vulnerabilities,
and that vulnerabilities 3-5 were new to them. After further research we
disclosed vulnerability 6, which Intel confirmed on March 17, 2020.
In our first email we asked Intel to promptly notify affected parties, in
coordination with us. However, Intel did not take any action and finally,
after several email exchanges, listed only 5 parties whom they would inform.
We then sent them a list of other parties we had identified as affected, including 11 OEMs/ODMs and the Linux kernel security team. Eventually they
notified us that they informed some parties on 25 March, 2020 about the
vulnerabilities and upcoming disclosure, without giving us details of what
this information consisted of and whom exactly they contacted. We reached
out to several more parties after realizing that they had been skipped by
Intel.
Finally, we informed Apple of vulnerability 7 on April 17, 2020.
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4.3

Thunderspy vulnerability report

The following pages constitute the April 17, 2020 version of the Thunderspy
vulnerability report as disclosed to Intel, Microsoft, Apple, the Linux kernel
hardware security team, Red Hat, Debian, Canonical, OEMs and ODMs
including Compal, Clevo and Quanta, NCSC-NL and TWCERT/CC. This
report has been publicly disclosed on May 10, 2020.
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Björn Ruytenberg
Eindhoven University of Technology
bjorn@bjornweb.nl
April 17, 2020

Changelog
Date
Feb 10, 2020
Mar 8, 2020
Apr 17, 2020

Description
First released version.
Added vulnerability 6 and exploitation scenarios 3.3.1–3.3.3.
Added vulnerability 7 and exploitation scenarios 3.4.1, 3.4.2.

Abstract
Thunderbolt is a proprietary I/O protocol promoted by Intel and included in a
number of laptops, desktops, and other systems. As an external interconnect,
it allows exposing the system’s internal PCI Express (PCIe) domain to external
devices. This enables high-bandwidth, low-latency use cases, such as external
graphics cards. Being PCIe-based, Thunderbolt devices possess Direct Memory
Access-enabled I/O, allowing complete access to the state of a PC and the ability
to read and write all of system memory.
In recent years, the former characteristic has prompted research into attacks
collectively known as evil maid, which require an attacker-controlled device and
only seconds of physical access to the computer. Industry response has been twofold. First, hardware and OS vendors incorporated support for DMA remapping
using Input-Output Memory Management Units (IOMMUs), which imposes
memory protections on DMA. However, following various implementation issues,
OS vendors classified DMA remapping as an optional countermeasure requiring
driver support. Second, revised Thunderbolt controllers introduced a softwarebased access control measure enabling users to authorize trusted devices only.
As a result, unidentified devices should be barred from system access without
prior user interaction.
1
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In the context of Thunderbolt, studies have primarily focused on employing
DMA and IOMMU attacks on the PCIe level. We therefore investigate the feasibility of breaking Thunderbolt protocol security, by analyzing the protocol and
its software and hardware stack, as well as associated PCIe-based technology.
In our study, we have found and experimentally confirmed multiple vulnerabilities that break all primary Thunderbolt 3 security claims. Based on our
on-going research, in this report, we disclose the following vulnerabilities: (i) inadequate firmware verification schemes, (ii) weak device authentication scheme,
(iii) use of unauthenticated device metadata, (iv) backwards compatibility with
legacy protocol versions, (v) use of unauthenticated controller configurations,
(vi) SPI flash interface deficiencies, and (vii) no Thunderbolt security on Boot
Camp. Finally, we present nine practical exploitation scenarios. Given an “evil
maid” threat model and varying Security Levels, we demonstrate the ability
to create arbitrary Thunderbolt device identities, clone user-authorized Thunderbolt devices, and finally obtain PCIe connectivity to perform DMA attacks.
In addition, we show unauthenticated overriding of Security Level configurations, including the ability to disable Thunderbolt security entirely, and restoring Thunderbolt connectivity if the system is restricted to exclusively passing
through USB and/or DisplayPort. We conclude this report by demonstrating
the ability to permanently disable Thunderbolt security and block all future
firmware updates.
Exploitation Scenario
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.2.1
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.4.1
3.4.2

Applicable Vulnerabilities
1–4
1–4
1–4
5
5–6
5–6
5–6
2–3
1–4, 7

CVSS Score 1
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7

Table 1: Exploitation scenarios corresponding to the disclosed vulnerabilities.

1

Introduction

In Thunderbolt, devices authenticate to the system using a collection of strings
and numerical identifiers. Figure 1 shows device metadata enumerated on
MacOS, Linux and Windows. As can be seen, device identification information includes [11]:
• Device ID. A 16-bit device identifier.

1 CVSS
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v3.1. Calculated using AV:P/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H.

2

• Device name. An ASCII string representing the device name.
• Vendor ID. A 16-bit vendor identifier.
• Vendor name. An ASCII string representing the vendor name.
• Unique ID / UUID. A 64-bit numerical string uniquely identifying the
device.

Figure 1: Thunderbolt device metadata enumeration.
Several studies have shown Thunderbolt to be a viable entry point in DMA
attacks [3][6][7]. In response, Intel has introduced various countermeasures. A
whitepaper on Thunderbolt security [4] details their threat model, and outlines
how new security measures aim to prevent the former attacks given this model.
In this section, we briefly summarize its scope.
In the whitepaper, Intel recognizes that Thunderbolt “(..) potentially allows access to system memory from a physical IO device utilizing the PCIe
protocol”. Countermeasures introduced in Thunderbolt therefore “(..) prevent
unauthorized Thunderbolt PCIe-based devices from connecting without user authorization”. To this end, Intel introduces software-based device authorization,
using a user-configurable multi-step system referred to as Security Levels (SL).
The whitepaper proceeds by defining the following Security Levels:
• SL0 - None. Similar to Thunderbolt 1, all attached devices are authorized without user interaction.
• SL1 - User. Access control based on device UUID. This is the default
setting for all systems supporting Thunderbolt 2 onward.
• SL2 - Secure. Access control based on device UUID and challengeresponse device authentication.
• SL3 - No PCIe tunneling. Switches the PHY to either DP-only, USBonly or mixed USB/DisplayPort mode.
To further strengthen device authentication, the secure security level provides
“cryptographic authentication of connection[s] to help prevent a peripheral device to be spoofed to masquerade as an approved device to the user” [4].
As an extension to Security Levels, pre-boot protection is defined to ensure
devices “(..) are allowed to be enumerated and connected at boot time only if
3
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they have been approved by the user before” [4]. Specifically, it is intended to
prevent malicious devices from compromising sensitive UEFI data structures,
including Security Levels configuration. This protection is disabled for devices
that have been authorized by the user.

2

Vulnerability details

2.1

Overview

In our study, we have found and experimentally confirmed multiple vulnerabilities related to Thunderbolt protocol security. In this report, we disclose the
following vulnerabilities:
1. Inadequate firmware verification schemes. Thunderbolt host and
device controllers operate using updatable firmware stored in its SPI flash.
Using this feature, Thunderbolt hardware vendors occasionally provide
firmware updates online to address product issues post-release. To ensure
firmware authenticity, upon writing the image to the flash, Thunderbolt
controllers verify the firmware’s embedded signature against Intel’s public
key stored in silicon. However, we have found authenticity is not verified at
boot time, upon connecting the device, or at any later point. During our
experiments, using a SPI programmer, we have written arbitrary, unsigned
firmware directly onto the SPI flash. Subsequently, we have been able to
verify Thunderbolt controller operation using our modified firmware.
2. Weak device authentication scheme. As noted in Section 1, device
identification comprises several strings and numerical identifiers. However,
we have found none of the identifiers are linked to the Thunderbolt PHY
or one another, cryptographically or otherwise.
3. Use of unauthenticated device metadata. Thunderbolt controllers
store device metadata in a firmware section referred to as Device ROM
(DROM). We have found that the DROM is not cryptographically verified. Following from the first issue, this vulnerability enables constructing
forged Thunderbolt device identities. In addition, when combined with
the second issue, forged identities may partially or fully comprise arbitrary data. Figure 2 demonstrates a device passing authentication while
presenting a forged DROM to the host.
4. Backwards compatibility. Thunderbolt 3 host controllers support Thunderbolt 2 device connectivity, irrespective of Security Levels. Such backwards compatibility subjects Thunderbolt 3-equipped systems to vulnerabilities introduced by Thunderbolt 2 hardware.
5. Use of unauthenticated controller configurations. In UEFI, users
may choose to employ a Security Level different to the default value (SL1)
as listed in Section 1. In storing Security Level state, we have determined
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4

that Thunderbolt employs two state machines, with one instance being
present in UEFI, and another residing in host controller firmware. However, we have found firmware configuration authenticity is not verified at
boot time, upon resuming from sleep, or at any later point. In addition, we
have found these states machines may be subjected to desynchronization,
with controller firmware overriding UEFI state without being reflected
in the latter. As such, this vulnerability subjects the Thunderbolt host
controller to unauthenticated, covert overriding of Security Levels configuration.
6. SPI flash interface deficiencies. As noted before, Thunderbolt systems rely on SPI flash to store controller firmware (vulnerability 1) and
maintain their Security Level state (vulnerability 5). In our study, we
have found Thunderbolt controllers lack handling hardware error conditions when interacting with flash devices. Specifically, we have determined
enabling flash write protection (i) prevents changing the Security Level
configuration in UEFI, again without being reflected in the latter, and (ii)
prevents controller firmware from being updated, without such failures being reflected in Thunderbolt firmware update applications. As such, when
combined with the fifth issue, this vulnerability allows to covertly, and
permanently, disable Thunderbolt security and block all future firmware
updates.
7. No Thunderbolt security on Boot Camp. Apple supports running
Windows on Mac systems using the Boot Camp utility [2]. Aside from
Windows, this utility may also be used to install Linux. When running
either operating system, Mac UEFI disables all Thunderbolt security by
employing the Security Level “None” (SL0). As such, this vulnerability
subjects the Mac system to trivial Thunderbolt-based DMA attacks.

5
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Figure 2: A Thunderbolt device presenting a forged DROM.

2.2
2.2.1

Affected configurations
PC systems

• Hardware: All laptop and desktop systems equipped with a Thunderbolt
2 and/or Thunderbolt 3 family host controller employing Security Levels 2 .
• Operating systems:

Microsoft Windows: 7, 8.1, and all Windows 10 builds currently available.
As of writing, this includes the latest 1909 release.
Linux: All kernel releases from 4.13 onward [11][12]. Previous versions,
starting from 3.17, are trivially affected; these provide Thunderbolt support without implementing Security Levels [9], and hence require SL0 to
operate.

2.2.2

Apple Mac systems

• Hardware: All Apple Mac systems equipped with a Thunderbolt 2 and/or
Thunderbolt 3 family host controller.
• Operating systems:

Microsoft Windows (Boot Camp): As PC systems.
Linux (Boot Camp): As PC systems.

2

Systems supporting Kernel DMA Protection [8] in place of Security Levels, released from
2019 onward, are currently subject to further investigation.
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6

MacOS: Regarding Thunderbolt security, MacOS employs (i) an Applecurated whitelist in place of Security Levels [7], and (ii) IOMMU virtualization when hardware and driver support is available [1][3]. Vulnerabilities 2–3 enable bypassing the first protection measure, and fully compromising authenticity of Thunderbolt device metadata in MacOS “System
Information”. However, the second protection measure remains functioning and hence prevents any further impact on victim system security via
DMA. The system becomes vulnerable to attacks similar to BadUSB [10].
Therefore, MacOS is partially affected.
Vulnerability ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Affects MacOS
No
Partially
Partially
No
No
No
No

Affects Windows
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Affects Linux
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Table 2: Vulnerabilities affecting Apple Mac systems when running MacOS, as
well as Windows and Linux when using Boot Camp.

2.3

Partial mitigations for PC systems

As vulnerabilities 5 and 6 enable (permanent) unauthenticated overriding of
Security Levels configuration, it is not sufficient to modify the Thunderbolt
host controller Security Level to disable PCIe tunneling (SL3). Until a fix has
been made available, we recommend disabling all Thunderbolt 2 and 3 host
controllers in UEFI (BIOS) entirely.
Once a fix has been issued for the former vulnerabilities, we strongly encourage
users to follow the instructions below to mitigate vulnerabilities 1 to 4.
On Thunderbolt 3 systems, we recommend changing the Thunderbolt controller
Security Level to disable PCIe tunneling (SL3). Affected users may choose one
of the following options in UEFI:
• USB passthrough mode. The Thunderbolt port operates as a USB 3.1
Type C interface, that is, without DisplayPort (DP) alt-mode support.
• DisplayPort only mode. In this mode, the Thunderbolt 3 port behaves
identical to the video-only DP interface.
• Mixed USB/DisplayPort mode. Enables support for mixed mode
devices, such as USB Type C hubs with DisplayPort sinks. In this mode,
the Thunderbolt 3 port operates as a USB 3.1 Type C interface supporting
DP alt-mode.
7
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Similarly, on Thunderbolt 2 systems, we recommend changing the Thunderbolt
Security Level to “DisplayPort only” (SL3).
Alternatively, users willing to permanently disable PCIe tunneling may use vulnerability 6 to render SL3 permanent.
Please note that disabling PCIe tunneling will prevent native Thunderbolt devices from operating. Additionally, we would like to emphasize the former suggestions are provided exclusively under the assumption that Intel’s Thunderbolt
Security Levels specifications are accurate.

2.4

Partial mitigations for Apple Mac systems

Vulnerability 7 disables all Thunderbolt security on Apple Mac systems when
running Windows or Linux using the Boot Camp utility. Therefore, users are
strongly encouraged to avoid using either operating system until a fix has been
issued to address this vulnerability.

3

Exploitation

This section outlines a number of exemplary scenarios in which the identified
vulnerabilities can be exploited. Given varying real-world threat models, we
present four categories of exploitation scenarios. For vulnerabilities 1 to 4, the
first category demonstrates cloning the identity of a user-authorized Thunderbolt 3 device to an arbitrary, attacker-controlled device. For vulnerability 5,
the second category demonstrates unauthenticated overriding of Security Levels
configuration. After completing a procedure from either category, the attackercontrolled device will obtain DMA access to the victim system without prior
user authorization. For vulnerability 6, the third category outlines three methods to render overriding Security Levels permanent, as well as block all future
firmware updates. Finally, for vulnerabilities 1–3 and 7, the fourth category
demonstrates trivially obtaining DMA access to an Apple Mac victim system
running Windows or Linux. It also demonstrates their limited impact on MacOS. We define the following keywords:
SPI programmer A SPI programmer that can be used to interface with a
Thunderbolt controller’s SPI flash.
Victim system The victim’s system equipped with a Thunderbolt 3 interface.
Victim device A Thunderbolt 3 device authorized by the user to connect to
the victim system.
Attacker device For scenarios 3.1.1–3.1.3, an arbitrary Thunderbolt 2 device
which will spoof the victim device’s identity. For scenarios 3.2.1-3.4.2, an
arbitrary Thunderbolt 2 or 3 device.
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Attacker system An attacker-controlled system equipped with a Thunderbolt
3 interface.
Tcfp Thunderbolt 3 Controller Firmware Patcher. A Python-based script we
have developed that enables parsing and patching host controller firmware
images.
SPIblock A Python-based script we have developed that enables configuring
on-flash write protection.

3.1
3.1.1

Exploitation scenarios for vulnerabilities 1–4
Cloning victim devices with physical device access (SL1)

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker has physical
access to a victim device as well as the victim system. The system is in a locked
(S0) or sleep state (S3). The Thunderbolt controller is set to employ the default
Security Level “User”.
Procedure
1. Connect the victim device to the attacker system. On the attacker system,
using e.g. tbtadm on Linux, obtain the UUID of the victim device.
2. Disassemble the attacker device enclosure. Obtain the firmware image
from the Thunderbolt controller’s SPI flash of the attacker device.
3. Locate the DROM section by searching for the string DROM in the attacker
device firmware image. Figure 6 depicts the DROM data structure. Using
the figure as a reference, locate the appropriate offset and replicate the
victim device UUID.
4. Compute uid crc8 and replicate the value at the appropriate offset.
5. Write the image to the attacker device SPI flash.
Verification
1. Connect the attacker device to the victim system. Observe that the victim system identifies the attacker device as being the victim device, and
enables PCIe tunneling as a result. Figure 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate an
example scenario, cloning the device identity of a NetStor NVMe enclosure
to a CalDigit Thunderbolt dock.

9
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3.1.2

Cloning victim devices without physical device access (SL1)

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker exclusively has
access to the victim system. More specifically, the attacker is not in possession
of any victim devices. Furthermore, we assume the system is in a sleep state
(S3), while the Thunderbolt controller is set to employ the default Security
Level “User”.
Procedure
1. Disassemble the case of the victim system. Obtain the firmware image
from the Thunderbolt host controller’s SPI flash.
2. Locate the Thunderbolt device ACL section in the firmware image between the offsets 0x0000–0x2000. The exact location will depend on the
controller model, firmware revision, and the number of authorized devices.
The indicated region primarily stores the ACL.
3. In the ACL data structure, identify a target victim device’s UUID.
4. Disassemble the attacker device enclosure. Obtain the firmware image
from the Thunderbolt controller’s SPI flash of the attacker device.
5. Locate the DROM section by searching for the string DROM in the attacker
device firmware image. Figure 6 depicts the DROM data structure. Using
the figure as a reference, locate the appropriate offset and replicate the
victim device UUID.
6. Compute uid crc8 and replicate the value at the appropriate offset.
7. Write the image to the attacker device SPI flash.
Verification
1. Connect the attacker device to the victim system. Observe that the victim system identifies the attacker device as being the victim device, and
enables PCIe tunneling as a result.
3.1.3

Cloning victim device including challenge-response keys (SL2)

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker has physical
access to a victim device as well as the victim system. The system is in a
locked (S0) or sleep state (S3). The Thunderbolt controller is set to employ the
Security Level “Secure”.
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Procedure
1. Connect the victim device to the attacker system. On the attacker system,
using e.g. tbtadm on Linux, obtain the UUID of the victim device.
2. Disassemble the victim device enclosure. Obtain the firmware image from
the Thunderbolt controller’s SPI flash of the victim device.
3. Locate the challenge-response key section in the firmware image between
the offsets 0x1910–0x2000. The exact location will depend on the controller model, firmware revision, and the number of previously connected
hosts. The indicated region exclusively stores the challenge-response keys
in a dictionary data structure, comprising (i) the victim host controller
UUID, and (ii) the corresponding challenge-response key.
4. Obtain the firmware image from the Thunderbolt controller’s SPI flash of
the attacker device.
5. In the attacker device firmware image, replicate the content from step 3
at the first available host–key slot between the offsets 0x1910–0x2000.
6. Locate the DROM section in the attacker device firmware image by searching
for the string DROM. Figure 6 depicts the DROM data structure. Using the
figure as a reference, locate the appropriate offset and replicate the victim
device UUID.
7. Compute uid crc8 and store the value at the appropriate offset.
8. Write the image to the attacker device SPI flash.
Verification
1. Connect the attacker device to the victim system. Observe that the victim system identifies the attacker device as being the victim device, and
enables PCIe tunneling as a result. Figure 5 illustrates spoofing the device identity of an IOGEAR eSATA-to-Thunderbolt dongle on a CalDigit
Thunderbolt dock.

3.2
3.2.1

Exploitation scenario for vulnerability 5
Disabling Thunderbolt security (SL1/SL2), or restoring Thunderbolt connectivity when disabled (SL3)

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker exclusively has
access to the victim system. More specifically, the attacker is not in possession
of any victim devices. Furthermore, we assume the system is in a sleep state
(S3), while the Thunderbolt controller is set to employ either the Security Level
“User”, “Secure” or “No PCIe tunneling”.
11
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Procedure
1. Disassemble the case of the victim system. Obtain the firmware image
from the Thunderbolt host controller’s SPI flash.
2. On the attacker system, open a terminal window. Using tcfp, verify the
image obtained in step 1 parses correctly:
$ python3 tcfp.py parse image.bin
Figure 7 shows example output for various valid firmware images.
3. When verified successfully, use tcfp to patch the firmware image to override the host controller Security Level to “None” (SL0):
$ python3 tcfp.py patch image.bin
Figure 8 shows example output for a host controller originally configured
to employ the default Security Level “User” (SL1). Similarly, Figure 9
lists example output for a host controller initially configured to disable
Thunderbolt connectivity, that is, exclusively pass through DisplayPort
and USB (SL3).
4. Write the image to the victim system SPI flash.
Verification
1. Resume the victim system from sleep and connect the attacker device.
If the victim system employed SL1 or SL2, observe that Thunderbolt
security has been disabled. If the victim system employed SL3, notice
that Thunderbolt connectivity has been restored and its security has been
disabled. In both cases, observe that the victim system enables PCIe
tunneling as a result.
2. Optionally, in UEFI, verify that the indicated Security Level does not
reflect the actual Security Level state, that is, “None” (SL0).
If the victim system is using Windows, verify the actual state is listed
under the “About” section of the Thunderbolt Software device authorization UI. Similarly, on Linux, verify the actual state is listed when invoking
tbtadm.

3.3
3.3.1

Exploitation scenarios for vulnerability 6
Soft-block method: Rendering Security Level “None” (SL0)
permanent and blocking future firmware updates

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker exclusively has
access to the victim system. More specifically, the attacker is not in possession
of any victim devices. Furthermore, we assume the system is in a sleep state
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(S3), while the Thunderbolt controller is set to employ either the Security Level
“User”, “Secure” or “No PCIe tunneling”.
Procedure
1. Execute procedure 3.2.1 to override the victim system’s Security Level to
“None” (SL0).
2. On the attacker system, open a terminal window. Using SPIblock, probe
for the flash device:
$ python3 spiblock.py -p
Figure 10 shows example output for various flash devices.
3. Using SPIblock, observe Status Register returns a clean state (0x00),
implying block protection is disabled:
$ python3 spiblock.py -s
Figure 10 shows example output for various flash devices.
4. When device connection and state have been verified successfully, enable
on-flash block protection BPx:
$ python3 spiblock.py -b 1
5. Observe block protection BPx has been enabled:
$ python3 spiblock.py -s
Figure 11 shows example output for a Winbond W25Q80.V.
Verification
1. On the victim system, in UEFI, modify the host controller Security Level
to any value other than “None” (SL0).
2. Reboot to UEFI, and verify the host controller Security Level is set to the
desired value.
3. Continue booting to the OS, and connect the attacker device. Observe
that the host controller Security Level has not been set to the chosen
value from step 1. Instead, observe the actual state is “None” (SL0), and
that the victim system enables PCIe tunneling as a result.
4. From the victim system’s vendor website, obtain a Thunderbolt host controller firmware update.
5. If the victim system is using Windows, record the current “NVM version”
listed under the “About” section of the Thunderbolt Software device authorization UI.
If the victim system is using Linux, record the current “NVM version”
13
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using:
# cat /sys/bus/thunderbolt/devices/0-0/nvm version
6. Install the Thunderbolt host controller firmware update obtained in step
4.
7. Observe the former utility reports the Thunderbolt firmware update was
updated successfully. For reference, an Intel whitepaper [5] shows example
output for Thunderbolt 3-equipped NUC systems.
8. If the victim system is using Windows, open the “About” section of the
Thunderbolt Software device authorization UI. Notice that the “NVM
version” remains unchanged.
Similarly, on Linux, notice the value returned by nvm version has not
changed.
3.3.2

Hard-block method: Rendering Security Level “None” (SL0)
permanent and blocking future firmware updates

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker exclusively has
access to the victim system. More specifically, the attacker is not in possession
of any victim devices. Furthermore, we assume the system is in a sleep state
(S3), while the Thunderbolt controller is set to employ either the Security Level
“User”, “Secure” or “No PCIe tunneling”.
Procedure
1. Execute procedure 3.3.1 to override the victim system’s Security Level to
“None” (SL0) and enable block protection.
2. On the attacker system, using SPIblock, enable WP pin control:
$ python3 spiblock.py -w 1
3. Observe Status Register Protect SRP0 has been enabled:
$ python3 spiblock.py -s
Figure 12 shows example output for a Winbond W25Q80.V.
4. On the SPI flash device, solder a wire from the GND pin to the WP pin.
Verification
1. Proceed executing the verification steps from procedure 3.3.1 to observe
the same results.
2. On the attacker system, using SPIblock, observe neither block protection
nor WP pin control can be disabled. Figure 12 shows example output for
a Winbond W25Q80.V.
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3.3.3

One Time Program method: Rendering Security Level “None”
(SL0) permanent and blocking future firmware updates

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker exclusively has
access to the victim system. More specifically, the attacker is not in possession
of any victim devices. Furthermore, we assume the system is in a sleep state
(S3), while the Thunderbolt controller is set to employ either the Security Level
“User”, “Secure” or “No PCIe tunneling”.
In addition, we assume the victim system’s host controller SPI flash supports
One Time Program (OTP) write protection or similar technologies 3 . Once enabled, this feature programs the SPI flash device to an irrevocable read-only
state.
Procedure
1. Execute procedure 3.3.1 to override the victim system’s Security Level to
“None” (SL0) and enable block protection.
2. Obtain the SPI flash datasheet from the vendor website.
3. On the attacker system, follow the instructions from the datasheet to
enable OTP write protection. For example, for Winbond W25Q80.V [13],
perform the following procedure:
(a) Assert Write Enable Latch (WEL).
(b) Write the value 1 to Status Register Protect 0 and 1 (SRP0, SRP1).
(c) Disable Write Enable Latch (WEL).
Verification
1. Proceed executing the verification steps from procedure 3.3.1 to observe
the same results.
2. On the attacker system, using SPIblock, observe neither block protection
nor WP pin control can be disabled.
3 In our study, we have found various recent and legacy Thunderbolt 3 implementations
use a variant of Winbond W25Q80.V, which supports OTP write protection [13].
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3.4
3.4.1

Exploitation scenarios for vulnerabilities 2-3, 7 on Apple Mac systems
Cloning an Apple-whitelisted device identity to an attacker
device (MacOS) 4

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker exclusively has
physical access to a victim system. The system is in a locked (S0) or sleep (S3)
state, while running MacOS.
Preparation
1. Acquire a MacOS-certified Thunderbolt device.
2. Disassemble the MacOS-certified device enclosure. Obtain the firmware
image from the Thunderbolt controller’s SPI flash of the MacOS-certified
device.
3. Disassemble the attacker device enclosure. Obtain the firmware image
from the Thunderbolt controller’s SPI flash of the attacker device.
4. Connect the MacOS-certified device to the attacker system. On the attacker system, using e.g. tbtadm on Linux, obtain the UUID of the
MacOS-certified device.
5. Locate the DROM section by searching for the string DROM in the attacker
device firmware image. Figure 6 depicts the DROM data structure. Using
the figure as a reference, locate the appropriate offsets and replicate the
MacOS-certified device UUID.
6. Compute uid crc8 and replicate the value at the appropriate offset.
7. Write the image to the attacker device SPI flash.
Procedure
1. Connect the attacker device to the victim system.
Verification
1. Observe that the victim system identifies the attacker device as being
a MacOS-certified device. Figure 2 demonstrates an example scenario,
showing a forged Thunderbolt device identity in the MacOS “System Information” application.
4 This exploitation scenario is exclusively provided to demonstrate that, on MacOS, vulnerabilities 2–3 (i) bypass Thunderbolt device whitelist protection as detailed in Section 2.2.1,
(ii) fully compromise authenticity of Thunderbolt device metadata in MacOS “System Information”, and (iii) prevents impact on victim system security via DMA, but enables attacks
similar to BadUSB [10].
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3.4.2

Connecting an attacker device to DMA attack Apple Mac systems (Windows, Linux)

Threat model
We assume an “evil maid” threat model, in which the attacker exclusively has
physical access to a victim system. The system is in a locked (S0) or sleep state
(S3), while running Windows or Linux.
Procedure
1. Connect the attacker device to the victim system. Observe that the system
does not provide any Thunderbolt security, and enables PCIe tunneling
as a result.
Verification
1. If the victim system is using Windows, open the “About” section of the
Thunderbolt Software device authorization UI. Notice that the Thunderbolt controller is set to employ Security Level “None” (SL0).
Similarly, on Linux, notice the Security Level returned by tbtadm topology
states “None” (SL0).
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Appendix: Exploitation scenarios
This appendix demonstrates some of the exploitation scenarios, as outlined in
Section 3.

Figure 3: An attacker-controlled device spoofing the identity of a victim device
on Linux.

Figure 4: An attacker-controlled device cloning the identity of a victim device
on Windows.
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Figure 5: Spoofing a victim device while employing the “Secure” Security Level.

Figure 6: Device ROM data structure.
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Figure 7: Parsing Thunderbolt 3 host controller firmware images.

Figure 8: Altering firmware image to patch Security Level configuration from
“User” (SL1) to “None” (SL0).
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Figure 9: Altering firmware image to patch Security Level configuration from
“No PCIe tunneling” (SL3) to “None” (SL0).

Figure 10: Verifying SPI flash connection and state.
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Figure 11: Enabling on-flash block protection.

Figure 12: Enabling on-flash block protection and WP pin control.
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4.4
4.4.1

Industry response
Intel

In our vulnerability disclosure procedure, Intel has confirmed the following:
• All Thunderbolt versions1 are affected by the Thunderspy vulnerabilities.
• Only systems shipping Kernel DMA Protection mitigate some, not all,
of the Thunderspy vulnerabilities.
• Only some systems that began shipping since 2019 come with Kernel
DMA Protection.
• Beyond Kernel DMA Protection, Intel will not provide any mitigations
to address the Thunderspy vulnerabilities. Hence, Intel will not assign any CVEs to the Thunderspy vulnerabilities, or release any public
security advisories to inform the general public.
Despite our repeated efforts, the rationale to Intel’s decision not to mitigate the Thunderspy vulnerabilities on in-market systems remains unknown.
Given the nature of Thunderspy, however, we believe it would be reasonable to assume these cannot be fixed and require a silicon redesign. Indeed,
for future generations of Thunderbolt technology, Intel has stated they will
incorporate additional hardware protections.
Kernel DMA Protection is only available on a limited number of Thunderbolt 3 systems released between 2019 and today. Hence, all systems released
before 2019, and more recent systems that do not ship Kernel DMA Protection, will remain fully vulnerable to Thunderspy forever.
In response to Thunderspy, starting with Thunderbolt 4, Intel’s Thunderbolt certification program [26] requires vendors to implement Kernel DMA
Protection. In essence, this means Thunderbolt 4 systems will be the first
generation to warrant Kernel DMA Protection support.
Our analysis on security guarantees provided by Kernel DMA Protection, as well as our efforts to backport this mitigation to the aforementioned
unpatched systems, may be found in Chapter 5.
1
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As available at the time of disclosure, that is, Thunderbolt 1, 2 and 3.

4.4.2

Apple

In our vulnerability disclosure procedure with Apple, they stated:
“Some of the hardware security features you outlined are only
available when users run macOS. If users are concerned about any
of the issues in your paper, we recommend that they use macOS.”

4.4.3

Microsoft

In a technical blog post, Microsoft provides an outline of the Thunderspy
attacks as well as its impact on Windows-based enterprise and OS security.
Suggested mitigations include purchasing a “Secured-core PC”, a class of
OEM systems that is defined to provide a “(..) set of hardware, firmware,
and OS features enabled by default, mitigating Thunderspy and any similar
attacks that rely on malicious DMA” [41].

4.4.4

Lenovo

In our vulnerability disclosure procedure, Intel has stated only some systems
that began shipping since 2019 provide Kernel DMA Protection. This statement was further substantiated in Microsoft documentation, stating that:
“(..) in-market systems, released with Windows 10 version 1709
or earlier, will not support Kernel DMA Protection for Thunderbolt 3 after upgrading to Windows 10 version 1803, as this
feature requires BIOS/platform firmware changes and guarantees
that cannot be backported to previously released devices.” [39].
However, as we have demonstrated using our constructive work, which we
will elaborate on in Chapter 5, it is in fact possible to backport Kernel DMA
Protection to the vast majority of in-market systems. This constructive
work was made publicly available on Aug 6, 2020. On Jan 12, 2021, we
were made aware of Lenovo security advisory LEN-31390 outlining details
on Thunderspy [32]. In the advisory, Lenovo has announced it will backport
Kernel DMA Protection to several in-market systems through UEFI updates.
Users of these systems, currently including several ThinkPad generations, are
therefore strongly encouraged to install these updates.
Given the technical feasibility of backporting Kernel DMA Protection,
we believe it would be reasonable to expect other vendors to pursue similar
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efforts. Users are therefore strongly encouraged to check with their system
vendor for UEFI updates retroactively adding Kernel DMA Protection.

4.4.5

MITRE

We have contacted MITRE as an alternative route to getting Intel to issue
a CVE. They reported back to us that Intel has the exclusive ability to issue CVEs regarding their products. However, MITRE subsequently issued
two public responses regarding Thunderspy. First, in a CWE blog post [45],
Thunderspy is discussed as a case study on how incorporating security into
hardware design and implementation can prevent similar weaknesses. Second, as part of CAPEC version 3.5, Thunderspy has been documented under “CAPEC-665: Exploitation of Thunderbolt Protection Flaws” [44]. The
CAPEC advisory provides an extensive description, including an assessment
on Thunderspy’s impact on system security, typical execution flows, example
attack instances, and mappings to related CWE IDs.

4.4.6

National CERTs

Thunderspy is documented under NCSC-2020-0377 [47], as well as TWCERT/CC104-4007 [75].

4.4.7

Security vendors

Various security vendors have provided their analysis on Thunderspy, including Sophos [8], Duo [10], ESET [15, 50], Kaspersky [28] and Avast [49].

4.5

Media response

Thunderspy was announced in an exclusive by WIRED [17] and as a TU/e
press release on May 10, 2020 [76]. It has received media coverage by
Forbes [6], CNN [9], ZDNet [73, 74], The Independent [18, 68], Threatpost [53], and other news outlets. An overview of selected reports can be
found at [70]. A proof-of-concept video demonstrates one of the Thunderspy
attacks can be performed in under 5 minutes [67].
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4.6

Proof of concepts

This chapter describes the proof of concept tools we have developed to facilitate protocol analysis and demonstrate the Thunderspy vulnerabilities,
as well as to enable users to verify whether their systems are vulnerable to
Thunderspy.

4.6.1

Thunderbolt Controller Firmware Patcher

Thunderbolt Controller Firmware Patcher (tcfp), a firmware patching toolkit
we have developed, enables disabling Thunderbolt security without requiring
access to the victim system BIOS or OS. Moreover, tfcp enables disabling
Thunderbolt security covertly – without reflecting the new state in the BIOS.
Exploitation scenarios 3.2.1 and 3.3.1-3.3.3 in the Thunderspy vulnerability
report (Section 4.3) demonstrate how tcfp can be used to disable Thunderbolt
security, regardless of any Security Level, thereby allowing arbitrary attacker
devices to gain unrestricted DMA. The source code and documentation can
be found in the author’s Git repository [63].

4.6.2

SPIblock

SPIblock allows programming on-flash write protection. Specifically, this includes configuring SPI flash to employ an irrevocable, read-only state. When
combined with tcfp, it allows to permanently, and covertly, disable Thunderbolt security and block all future firmware updates. Exploitation scenarios
3.3.1-3.3.3 in Section 4.3 outline exemplary procedures in which SPIblock is
used. SPIblock’s source code may be found in the author’s Git repository [61].

4.6.3

Thunderbolt Manipulation Tool

In order to facilitate protocol analysis, we have developed a novel Thunderbolt control channel auditing application, which we will refer to as Thunderbolt Manipulation Tool (tbmt). Its functionality is primarily based on several
procedures we reverse engineered from firmware-bundled Thunderbolt SDK
libraries, as well as private APIs exposed by the Windows device driver. Our
proof of concept has several features, including:
Controller metadata enumeration The software enumerates all Thunderbolt host controllers installed in the system, listing various metadata
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for each peripheral. Primary data includes the Thunderbolt controller
model, PCIe device ID and path, Thunderbolt and USB-PD controller
firmware versions, and several Thunderbolt PHY-related parameters
(e.g. protocol generation, support for ACPI D3 power state and native
downstream PCIe device enumeration). Figure A.1 shows an example
listing.
Device metadata enumeration Similarly, tbmt enumerates all Thunderbolt devices attached to the system. Specifically, it shows several device authentication parameters (device model, vendor, UUID), as well
as current device state, such as its power source, authorization state,
upstream host controller, and position in the Thunderbolt chain. We
have implemented support for two device enumeration methods. The
first method directly interfaces with the Thunderbolt device driver,
while the second employs the Thunderbolt SDK API. Figure A.2 and
Figure A.3 illustrate the differences between the data sets returned by
the respective methods.
Firmware manipulation Host and device controller firmware can be dumped
to disk, or updated using an (Intel-signed)2 firmware blob. Figure A.4
demonstrates dumping firmware from an IOGEAR Thunderbolt-toeSATA dongle.
Firmware parsing Various metadata can be parsed from device and host
controller images obtained using tbmt, as well as firmware updates
downloaded from vendor websites. Currently supported models comprise all Thunderbolt 3 family controllers, including:
• Alpine Ridge generation: DSL6340, DSL6540, JHL6240, JHL6340,
and JHL6540.
• Titan Ridge generation: JHL7340, JHL7440, and JHL7540.
Figure A.5 and Figure A.6 show two use cases. In the first example,
we parse an image for a Netstor NVMe SSD enclosure featuring an
Alpine Ridge device controller. In the second example, we parse an
image obtained from an Apple MacBook Pro implementing a Titan
Ridge host controller.
2
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As we determined during our hardware experiments.

USB-PD controller manipulation Finally, tbmt provides read and write
access to a Thunderbolt controller’s internal I2 C bus. This feature
enables manipulating registers directly on the USB-PD controller. Figure A.7 demonstrates this functionality against several offsets on the
Texas Instruments TPS65983, a USB-PD controller that we found is
implemented in the IOGEAR Thunderbolt-to-eSATA dongle.

Figure 4.1: Thunderbolt Manipulation Tool usage syntax. Own work.

4.6.4

Spycheck

Spycheck is a verification tool enabling users to determine whether their
systems are vulnerable to Thunderspy. It has several features, including:
Cross-platform support Spycheck supports all operating systems known
to have shipped with Thunderbolt-powered systems, including Windows 7, 8.x and all versions of 10, as well as Linux kernel 3.16 and
higher. In addition, support includes Apple Macs running either OS
using the Boot Camp utility. To this end, it takes into account differences in interfacing with system API and firmware across all supported
hardware and OS configurations. To avoid requiring users to install any
dependencies, the program has been implemented as a .NET executable
(Windows) and Python script targeting 3.4 and higher (Linux).
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Thunderbolt controller support Spycheck supports all Thunderbolt
host controllers we have confirmed to be affected by Thunderspy. Currently, at the time of release (May 2020), these include:
• Falcon Ridge generation (Thunderbolt 2): DSL5110, DSL5320
and DSL5520.
• Alpine Ridge generation (Thunderbolt 3): DSL6340, DSL6540,
JHL6240, JHL6340, and JHL6540.
• Titan Ridge generation (Thunderbolt 3): JHL7340 and JHL7540.
Alpine Ridge controllers operate in power saving mode if no peripherals
are connected, thus preventing their PCIe endpoint from appearing in
the device tree. To address this issue, in case users do not possess
Thunderbolt peripherals, we have developed a custom ACPI power
management driver. Users may optionally install this driver to enable
resuming controllers from sleep as necessary3 . Figure B.4 illustrates
an example prompt on Windows. On Linux, we invoke the Dell WMI
Thunderbolt driver [33], which ships with every kernel by default since
4.15.
Automation options Spycheck supports running without user interaction
and generating a JSON-formatted report.
Least-privilege principle The program flow, depicted in Figure 4.3, aims
to avoid requiring elevated privileges and thereby enable operation on
most default configurations. Exceptions on Windows include Alpine
Ridge systems requiring to install the aforementioned ACPI driver,
and on Linux system policies that might prevent less privileged users
from reading (parts of) either sysfs, ACPI, or DMI, and in the case of
Alpine Ridge, writing to WMI.
Reporting options Once verified, Spycheck presents to the user a summary that outlines the most important details, including the vulnerable
state, as well as guidance on how to help protect their systems. More
advanced users may proceed to the technical report outlining further
3

Coincidentally, we have received user reports suggesting Spycheck’s ACPI driver resolves power management issues (intermittent disconnects, no connectivity) they have
observed with Alpine Ridge-2015 on Windows 10 version 2004 and later.
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details. Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 show respective example outputs
on Windows for each of the former. On Linux, Spycheck prints both a
summary and full technical report, as depicted in Figure B.1.
Source code is available in the author’s Git repository [62]. Users preferring to
verify their systems manually instead may do so using the steps documented
by the author at [64] (Linux), [65] (Apple Macs) and [66] (Windows).

Figure 4.2: Spycheck for Windows. Own work.
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Figure 4.3: Spycheck flow chart. Own work.
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4.7

Secondary vulnerability report

On May 9, 2020, we reported a secondary collection of critical vulnerabilities
to Intel. In our vulnerability disclosure procedure, on July 14, 2020, Intel
indicated it will not issue any mitigations to address these vulnerabilities,
and indeed has not done so. Therefore, this content is currently withheld.
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4.8

Hardware analyzed

In our vulnerability research as well as constructive work, we have covered the
most prevalent host and device controller families implementing Thunderbolt
2 and 3. In addition, for each host controller model, we have obtained multiple systems implementing the same model to take into account potential data
structure and offset differences across all the various controller configurations
as well as firmware revisions.
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 list all peripherals and systems we have analyzed,
respectively. As noted in Section 4.4, all Thunderbolt versions available at
the time of disclosure have been found vulnerable to Thunderspy. On systems
that do not provide native kDMAp support, we report their Thunderspy 2
patch compatibility status.
Finally, tools we used in interfacing with devices, as well demonstrating
practical exploitability of vulnerabilities, include Bus Pirate [5], Screamer
M.2 [31] and JTAGulator [16].
Peripheral
OWC Envoy Express
OWC Envoy Pro EX
IOGEAR GTC3DEU
Startech TB3ESATU31
ASUS XG Station Pro
NetStor NA611TB3
AKiTiO Thunder2 PCIe
CalDigit TS2
LaCie Rugged TB/USB

RelDate
2021
2020
2019
2018
2018
2017
2015
2015
2015

TB/DevCtr
3/JHL6240
3/JHL6340
3/DSL6540
3/DSL6540
3/JHL6540
3/JHL6540
2/DSL5520
2/DSL5520
2/DSL5110

Description
M.2 NVMe enclosure
M.2 NVMe enclosure
TB to eSATA dongle
TB to eSATA dongle
PCIe/eGPU enclosure
M.2 NVMe enclosure
PCIe enclosure
Thunderbolt dock
2.5” SATA enclosure

Table 4.1: Peripherals analyzed in vulnerability and constructive research.
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System
Intel NUC10I3FNH
Intel NUC8I3BEH
Intel NUC7I5BNH
Lenovo Yoga C940
Lenovo ThinkPad P52
Lenovo ThinkPad X1 CE
Lenovo ThinkPad P1 Gen1
Gigabyte GC-Titan Ridge5
Gigabyte GC-Alpine Ridge6
HP EliteBook 830 G6
HP EliteBook 840 G5
HP ZBook 17 G6
HP ZBook Studio G5
HP ZBook Studio G4
HP ZBook Studio G3
HP ZBook 15 G2
HP Thunderbolt 2 AIC7
Dell XPS 15 9570
Dell XPS 15 9550
Dell XPS 13 9350
Apple MacBook Pro 15”
Apple MacBook Pro 15”
Apple MacBook Air 13”
Apple MacBook Pro 15”

RelDate
2021
2020
2017
2021
2020
2019
2019
2019
2017
2019
2019
2020
2018
2017
2016
2015
2016
2018
2016
2016
2018
2016
2015
2014

TB/HostCtr
3/JHL7340
3/JHL6340
3/JHL6340
3/JHL7540
3/JHL7540
3/JHL7540
3/JHL7540
3/JHL7540
3/JHL6540
3/JHL7540
3/JHL7540
3/JHL7540
3/JHL6540
3/JHL6540
3/DSL6540
2/DSL5320
2/DSL5320
3/JHL6340
3/DSL6340
3/DSL6340
3/JHL7540
3/JHL6540
2/DSL5320
2/DSL5520

kDMAp
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
MacOS only
MacOS only
MacOS only
MacOS only

TS24
N/A
Yes
Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
Yes
N/A
Yes
No DMAR
No DMAR
No DMAR
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 4.2: Systems analyzed in vulnerability and constructive research.

4

N/A: Not applicable, as system already provides native kDMAp support.
Rev 1. Using Gigabyte B360 Aorus Gaming 3 WiFi and Intel Pentium G5400.
6
Rev 2. Using Gigabyte B360 Aorus Gaming 3 WiFi and Intel Pentium G5400.
7
Rev 1. Using HP Workstation Z230 SFF.
5
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Chapter 5
Constructive research
Recall that Thunderbolt devices possess Direct Memory Access (DMA)enabled I/O. One of the exploitation scenarios in Thunderspy is to use the
vulnerabilities to have the host computer accept connections from a malicious
Thunderbolt device, which then uses DMA-enabled control flow patching to
bypass the logon screen and enable access to user data.
Kernel DMA Protection, which we will refer to as kDMAp, is a term
coined by Intel and used by Microsoft Windows [39] and Linux [79]. It describes a mechanism by which the computer memory is partitioned so that
each device obtains its own region. This is intended to mitigate arbitrary
DMA attacks, similar to those demonstrated using the Thunderspy vulnerabilities, as malicious devices would not be able to read or write data outside
their allocated I/O addressable range.
A major problem with Intel’s response being restricted to recommending
the use of kDMAp is that it is only available on recent hardware. No systems
shipped before 2019 support it, no matter how recent the operating system.
We also found several more recent laptops which did not offer support, leaving
consumers with vulnerable devices.
To understand how kDMAp may be employed as a mitigation on supported systems, we need some details of how it works. As outlined in Section 2.5, the partitioning of memory is done by an Input–Output Memory
Management Unit (IOMMU). Intel CPUs since the Haswell generation (2013)
provide an IOMMU, but these were not used to control DMA via Thunderbolt peripherals. Support of kDMAp was included in Windows 10 build
1803 and in Linux with Kernel 5.0. However, kDMAp also requires support
in UEFI (BIOS) and we identified this as the main obstacle to providing
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Figure 5.1:
work.

DMAR table on systems that do not provide kDMAp. Own

kDMAp to more systems.
In our research, we have found that if all hardware and OS requirements
are satisfied, kDMAp support relies on interrupt remapping [71] and DMA
control platform opt-in [72] being enabled in the ACPI DMA remapping
(DMAR) table. Figure 5.1 shows an example disassembled DMAR table.
The Flags attribute, as depicted in the Figure on offset 25h, denotes which
DMA remapping features have been enabled. Setting the appropriate value
on older systems, which do not natively claim support for kDMAp, instructs
the operating system to use the IOMMU features of the CPU to partition
the memory.
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Systems booted using the aforementioned procedure behave the same
way as systems that support kDMAp natively, both in terms of functionality
as well as defense. We tested that Thunderbolt access continues to work for
authorized devices at similar performance, including I/O-intensive workloads
generated by external GPUs, and that attempting to do a DMA attack causes
either a kernel panic (Windows), such as shown in Figure 5.2, or the kernel
reporting a DMA I/O fault (Linux). In both cases, this is the same response
as observed on systems providing native kDMAp support.
With Thunderspy 2 we provide two mitigations that aim to bring kDMAp
to Thunderbolt-equipped systems that do not ship kDMAp, but do satisfy
all hardware and firmware requirements. These mitigations include:
• Kernel DMA Protection Patcher [58]: An experimental, OSagnostic UEFI extension that serves as a drop-in patch requiring no
changes to the operating system.
• Upgrading ACPI tables via initrd [59]: A guide outlining how to
manually patch the ACPI DMAR table on Linux.
Finally, we emphasize that these countermeasures are experimental, that
these only protect during OS runtime, and at best provide the same level of
security that kDMAp offers. Further research is required to analyze the security of the IOMMUs. At this time, we believe the strongest countermeasure
is to disable Thunderbolt connectivity in its entirety.
Software provided in Thunderspy 2 is meant for patching systems to enable support for kDMAp. Use for attacks is explicitly excluded.

5.1

Kernel DMA Protection Patcher

Kernel DMA Protection Patcher, which we will refer to as kdmap-patcher,
is an experimental proof-of-concept UEFI extension that patches kDMAp
onto unsupported systems. As a drop-in solution requiring no changes to the
OS partition, it acts as a first-stage bootloader that hotpatches the ACPI
DMAR table at boot time. Subsequently, it chainloads the second-stage
bootloader, such as Windows Boot Manager, GRUB2 or VeraCrypt. As of
writing, it is provided as an open-source package that may be built against
EDK2, a reference UEFI development toolchain maintained by Tianocore,
and VisualUefi, a toolchain that enables EDK2 development in Visual Studio.
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Figure 5.2: Attempt to perform a Thunderspy DMA attack on an HP EliteBook G5 (2018), patched using kdmap-patcher. Own work.
A Makefile script provides convenient targets to build and install kdmappatcher on supported platforms, the syntax of which is depicted in Figure 5.3.
Further details, as well as the project source code, may be found in the
author’s Git repository [58].
During our experiments, we have found kdmap-patcher to be working
flawlessly on various Thunderbolt-equipped systems. However, it is currently
in an experimental stage and may therefore not yet be suitable for use in
production. Current limitations include (i) absence of Secure Boot support,
for which we have identified and documented three possible solutions at [60],
and (ii) a user-friendly graphical installer UI.

5.2

Upgrading ACPI tables via initrd

More technically advanced users may consult a guide in the author’s Git
repository [59] outlining how to manually hotpatch the ACPI DMAR table on Linux. Essentially, this guide provides a series of steps to employ
the Linux kernel’s built-in functionality to override ACPI tables in order to
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Figure 5.3: Available Make targets for kdmap-patcher. Own work.
patch Kernel DMA Protection on unsupported systems. This is a one-time
procedure; updating the kernel will not make it necessary to repeat these
steps. Currently, there are no known limitations.

5.3
5.3.1

Discussion
Issues unaddressed by Kernel DMA Protection

As noted in Section 4.4, Intel has proposed Kernel DMA Protection to mitigate Thunderspy. In this section, we outline our analysis of Kernel DMA
Protection and identify the following potentially critical issues:
Issue 1. No device authentication scheme. In the Security Levels scheme, Thunderbolt peripherals authenticate to the host. Thunderspy
vulnerabilities 1 - 3 break the Security Levels authentication scheme by enabling to spoof arbitrary Thunderbolt device identities. However, kDMAp
does not provide any mitigations to restore Thunderbolt device authentication. Hence, the former Thunderspy vulnerabilities remain unaddressed, and
thereby leave systems open to attacks similar to BadUSB [69].
Issue 2. Narrow mitigation scope. In absence of a replacement
device authentication scheme, kDMAp is unable to provide any means for
access control. Thunderbolt devices therefore gain immediate access to the
PCIe domain without user authorization. While the device-to-host DMA
attack vector is mitigated, kDMAp does not address other potential PCIeinherent attack vectors, such as device-to-device (P2P) DMA attacks, PCI
ID spoofing to target vulnerable device drivers, and TLP source ID spoofing.
Issue 3. No means to control Thunderbolt connectivity. Con72

sidering the former two issues, users may wish to disable Thunderbolt connectivity altogether. However, recall that Thunderspy vulnerability 5 and 6
allow unauthenticated overriding of Security Levels configuration, including
the ability to reinstate PCIe signaling when the user restricts connectivity to
USB/DP passthrough. Therefore, in this context, kDMAp implementations
that still rely on Security Levels for toggling PCIe connectivity remain broken. Implementations that rely on always-on PCIe connectivity, as implied,
do not provide such means by design.

5.3.2

Suggested mitigations

Potential mitigations to the issues identified in the previous section include:
Mitigation 1. Use embedded cryptographic material. During our
research, we have found Thunderbolt device firmware embeds a public key
and digest. To address issue 1, these may provide potential avenues to verify
DROM authenticity on the host, for example, by incorporating a DROM
verification procedure in either the Thunderbolt NHI DXE or device driver.
Mitigation 2. Re-purpose IOMMU for access control. If mitigation 1 is deemed feasible, it would restore Thunderbolt device authentication.
As an extension to mitigation 1, it may therefore be worth re-purposing the
IOMMU to establish a new access control scheme. In short, such a scheme
may potentially work as follows. First, for practical reasons, allow all DMA
devices on boot. Second, at OS runtime, initially “null-route” all new DMA
devices using the IOMMU. Subsequently, upon connecting new Thunderbolttunneled PCIe endpoints, require the user to authenticate (e.g. resume from
sleep, unlock screen) and issue explicit authorization. Finally, once authorized by the user, program the IOMMU to assign an I/O addressable range
to the former PCIe endpoints.
Additional defense-in-depth against PCIe-inherent attack vectors may
include (i) implementing mitigations similar to PCIe ACS, such as host
controller-assisted downstream TLP source ID verification, and (ii) OS vendors requiring device drivers to support VBS1 or similar techniques to help
address driver memory safety issues.
Mitigation 3. Maintain Thunderbolt state exclusively in UEFI.
In order to address the third issue, one potential avenue may be to maintain
1

Virtualization-Based Security (VBS) [42, 43] is Microsoft’s implementation of kernel
address space virtualization, using Second Level Address Translation (SLAT) and ModeBased Execution Control (MBEC), two hardware-assisted virtualization extensions.
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PCIe signaling state in a UEFI NVRAM variable only. To help ensure tamper
resistance, one may opt to subject the variable to Boot Guard (verified boot)
or extend TPM PCRs to incorporate the variable state (measured boot).
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
The primary research question was to evaluate the soundness of Thunderbolt
security.
Based on the analysis of the protocol specification, we provided a detailed description of PCI Express (Section 2.1). This description includes
an analysis of past and current developments in PCI Express use cases, how
these developments have led to considerable changes in system architecture
(Section 2.3), and finally how the revised system architecture affected system
security (Section 2.4).
We investigated the state of the art in PCI Express and Thunderbolt
vulnerability research, outlining current DMA (Section 2.4.2) and IOMMU
attacks (Section 2.5.2), as well as their corresponding countermeasures (Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.5.3). Specifically, we analyzed how these affect system security in the context of Thunderbolt.
We described the Thunderbolt protocol and associated hardware and software stacks (Section 3.1), and summarized Thunderbolt security based on an
analysis of vendor documentation (Section 3.2).
We outlined our initial efforts to reverse engineer Thunderbolt protocol
security (Section 3.3). As part of our vulnerability research, we subsequently
presented Thunderspy, a collection of seven critical vulnerabilities and nine
practical exploitation scenarios that break all primary Thunderbolt 3 security claims (Section 4.1). We described several proof-of-concept tools we have
developed for demonstrating practical exploitation, as well as for users to verify whether their systems are vulnerable to Thunderspy (Section 4.6). We
analyzed the vendor’s proposed mitigations on recently introduced systems,
and identified a number of unaddressed and potentially critical issues (Sec75

tion 5.3.1). In absence of patches for existing systems, we presented our work
on backporting the vendor mitigations to a significant subset of deprecated
and in-market systems (Chapter 5).
Based on our findings, we conclude Thunderbolt security clearly is insufficient to fulfill the vendor’s security claims. In addition, we believe that
several viable angles exist to further investigate Thunderbolt, which may result in breaking protocol security in revised Thunderbolt 3 implementations,
as well as newly introduced generations, such as Thunderbolt 4 and USB4.
Suggested future work includes:
• Investigate implementation of vendor-proposed mitigations
Current vendor mitigations to Thunderspy rely on security guarantees
solely provided by the IOMMU. Vulnerability research focusing on the
IOMMU’s attack surface may generate viable methods to bypass DMA
remapping, and thereby potentially reinstate the ability to compromise
Thunderbolt security.
• Investigate feasibility of employing PCIe-inherent attack vectors
PCIe-inherent attack vectors are beyond the scope of current vendor
mitigations. Further analysis on this particular aspect may provide additional primitives that, when practically exploited, could affect Thunderbolt security.
• Investigate the largely unexplored area of the Thunderbolt
PHY
Being proprietary hardware without public datasheets, reverse engineering legacy and current Thunderbolt controllers on the PHY level, as
well as their on-board interfaces and periphery hardware, may provide
additional angles into subverting Thunderbolt security. Such research
may include documenting and modeling the Thunderbolt protocol, deriving state machines, establishing protocol assumptions, and investigating the effects of violating the former assumptions when sending
non-conformant data.
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Appendix A
Thunderbolt Manipulation Tool
This appendix demonstrates some of the functionality presented by our Thunderbolt Manipulation Tool, as outlined in Section 4.6.3.

Figure A.1: Enumerating attached Thunderbolt host controllers and metadata. Own work.
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Figure A.2:
Enumerating device controllers using the “device driver
method”. Own work.

Figure A.3: Enumerating device controllers using the “Thunderbolt SDK
method”. Own work.
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Figure A.4: Dumping device firmware from an IOGEAR Thunderbolt-toeSATA device. Own work.

Figure A.5: Parsing firmware blob from an Alpine Ridge device controller.
Own work.
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Figure A.6: Parsing firmware blob from a Titan Ridge host controller. Own
work.

Figure A.7: Reading several offsets from a TPS65983 USB Power Delivery
controller. Own work.
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Appendix B
Spycheck
In this appendix, we demonstrate some of the functionality that is part of
Spycheck, as outlined in Section 4.6.4.

Figure B.1: Example output on Spycheck for Linux. Own work.
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Figure B.2: Verification summary on Spycheck for Windows. Own work.

Figure B.3: Technical report on Spycheck for Windows. Own work.
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Figure B.4: Prompt to install custom ACPI driver on Windows. Own work.
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